Introduction:
This paper inlays extensive research on the topic “Are psychopaths and sociopaths born evil?”.
The prior literature on this topic was studied to find different viewpoints. There has been a
thorough debate on whether there exist criminal or psychopathic genes among sociopaths or
psychopaths or they are made evil by the environment they live in or through their upbringing.
Various results were seen while studying literature on this topic. Enclosed is a summary of
different studies and research on this topic.

Literature Review:
In the study of Amberg, the issue of whether humans are born evil or made evil is
thoroughly investigated. In 2012, Dr. William and Dr. Arber carried out extensive research on
how a person becomes evil. William’s research included conducting surveys and interviews of
evil individuals that were present in jail and those regarded to be unveiled in the general public.
He further performed brain scans on both kinds of groups to figure out any important differences
existing in the brain’s physical structure. After closely studying the brain scans, William
discovered that the humans regarded as evil lacked mirror neurons plus had a deformed fusiform
face region among the temporal lobe of the brain in contrast to the general public, this showed
that individuals are from evil. The investigation of Arber was carried in the infant cognition
center at Yale University. This study included performing a puppet show that included a good

person, an evil person plus a bystander for children that were aged 6-18 months. After carrying
this show, most of the children were appealed to plus wanted to play with a good person over the
bad person in any scenario this showed that it’s the atmosphere and environment of humans that
identifies if kids will become evil or not as kids haven't had adequate exposure in their
atmosphere for altering them. Furthermore, the author carried 153 surveys for understanding the
community's perspective on the topic of evil. The respondents were questioned regarding their
belief if humans are born evil or made evil. About 92% of the results showed that individuals are
made evil. The author tried his best to carry out a reliable survey and avoid issues as the
respondents were asked if they knew about Williams or Arber’s studies, none of the people knew
about Williams's research whereas only 2% knew about Arber’s. After this survey, respondents
were given information that described the outcomes of the Williams study. Regardless of his
information, 83% kept their opinion that individuals are made evil. When the people were given
the findings of Arber, 93% agreed that humans are made evil, this was similar to the results of
Arber’s study. The outcomes of this investigation were quite interesting as participants were not
convinced by the results of William’s study. The study concluded by saying that the majority of
people believe that humans are not born evil rather they are made evil because of the
environment (Amberg, 2020).
In the investigation regarding genetics, several types of research of twins have indicated
that there exists a strong genetic part to antisocial attitudes generally. Such outcomes have as
well seen to go hand-in-hand along with a few studies showing genetic factor impact on the
emotional detachment plus kinds of anger usually linked with psychopathy. The study of Baker
et al. (2007), discovered that introvert behaviors are closely linked with genetics. Such
investigation presents similar results that recommend that genetic components add up to 50% of

antisocial possibilities among the general public. Raine went further saying that such genetic
investigations give reliable proof for concluding that there exists that there does exist genes do
play a role in an individual's antisocial behavior and attitudes. The idea that genetics have a
crucial role in psychopaths has been agreed upon and disagreed with within this study.
According to the author, this still remains a controversial topic. There exist studies that have
concluded that a strong relationship exists between genes and human’s antisocial behavior. This
can be seen in the study of Feresin (2009), when there was an appeal in an Italian court in the
year 2009, to suspend the sentence of a convicted criminal as he had the MAOA gene, which is
associated with anger and aggression ( Baker et al., 2007).
In this study, Mullen a psychiatrist catered to the issue regarding whether humans are
born evil o they are made evil by experiences of environments. Mullen argued on the possible
error of researching neurobiological distinctions among psychopathic people as there doesn’t
exist information regarding brain differences present in psychopaths and normal public etc. Also,
there isn’t much research done on whether aggression is caused by genetics or the societies they
live in. According to Mullen, psychopaths aren’t objects neither are they suffer from brain
damage. He argued that these people don’t possess a developmental disorder, rather they mostly
comprise of disordered developments. Mullen carried extensive research on whether humans are
born evil or are made through different exposures. He further stated that psychopaths' traits come
as a result of sluggish upbringing. This is also backed up by many more types of research. In a
literature review of this paper, the study of Gullhaugen & Nottestad (2011), who discovered that
the surveys the carried for testing psychological issues of 11 people, almost all of them had a
troubled childhood or were neglected in their lives. The writers mention that psychopathic issues

are mostly pain-driven and this aggression leads them to have aggression against themselves and
other people ( Mullen, 2007).

Conclusion
This paper showed the different viewpoints of authors on the topic of “Are psychopaths and
sociopaths born evil?”. Each study has different viewpoints like some believe after carrying brain
scans that psychopaths have certain brain defects, while some found results that the environment
makes people evil and a few also discovered that evilness is entirely based on upbringing.
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